
French Oak collection



F.lli Spinelli wood flooring collection tells an
ancient and personal story made of passion and
craftsmanship.

Founded in 1960 by Mr. Dante Spinelli, the company 
has grown and specialized. From an artisan sawmill, 
in the last twenty years, the company has evolved 
and become able to carry out, in their own plant, the 
entire production line for the processing of precious 
wood floors.

Selected woods and a wide choice of raw material,
allows f.lli Spinelli to offer prime quality products,
sold on the domestic and foreign markets.

While maintaining the spirit of craftsmanship,
a flexible production line has been preserved, which
allows us to enhance the uniqueness of the raw 
material with hand- made finishing and to manage
customizations requirements.

www.parquet.it





The exclusive F.lli Spinelli French Oak collectio 
creates warm and comfortable atmosphere.

A strong surface treatment, hand-made by 
master carpenters, perfectly comply with a 
modern or classical interior design. Its 
heterogeneous texture is a synonym of an 
elegance that will be the perfect background 
for your life.







Thanks to hand-crafted treatments and large dimensions proposed, F.lli Spinelli French Oak 
collection exalts  the natural characteristic of wood.

French Oak Collection

Quercia francese
15 x 220 x 700/2200
Retro multistrato di betulla Easy 

Quercia francese 
15 x 220 x 700/2200

Retro rovere Top











HERRINGBONE

Da oltre 50 Anni, Parquet Per Passione





Choosing a patterned floor solution, you will 
give a distinguished look and a stylish 
atmosphere to your property with a 
combination of elegance and design.

The Herringbone collection is dedicated to 
those who loves wood as a piece of design on 
its own. 

Our collection is the result of advanced 
production technologies and numerous 
controls on processing, with love for traditional 
craftsmanship as well as modern architecture.

Available in the variants:
- Herringbone 90°
- Hungarian Herringbone 30°
- French Herringbone 45°















QUADROTTE COLLECTION

Da oltre 50 Anni, Parquet Per Passione



Inspired by ancient and prestigious residences, 
the “Quadrotte” Collection is the result of a skillful
craftsmanship finished with sartorial care
to preserve their immutable charm over time.

Amongst the most famous pattern state our 
Versailles pattern inspired on the medieval floor of 
Louis XIV in the Palace of Versailles.

Our Quadrotte collection is designed with special 
CAD programs that allows us to recreate drawings 
on request exclusive and personalized in all 
finishing available.

The production is carried out following an entirely 
hand-made process; for
this reason the result is unique and unrepeatable. 



The imperfections of the raw material and the beveled borders are symbols of a living floor 
made by handcrafted hands that give life to timeless surfaces.

QUADROTTE

Quercia francese
15 x 220 x 700/2200
Retro multistrato di betulla Easy 

Quercia francese 
15 x 220 x 700/2200

Retro rovere Top











Our colors collection:

PALERMO

CORTINA ROMA

PERUGIA RIETI

NAPOLI NORCIA

TERNI COMO

URBINO REMIS

GRIGIO POLVERE NANTES

MADRID BIANCO

PICENO

GENOVA





F.LLI SPINELLI S.r.l.
Via Borgo Piave 51

63072 Castignano (AP)

+39 0736 823107
info@parquet.it
www.parquet.it


